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Event Management and Sustainability 2009
sustainable management is an important consideration for businesses and
organisations and the enormous number of tourism events taking place requiring
facilities power transport people and much more makes sustainable event
planning a considerable priority by looking at mega events sports events
conferences and festivals this book uses best practice case studies to
illustrate sustainable management issues and practical considerations that
managers need to apply providing an essential reference for researchers and
students in leisure and tourism

Religious Tourism and Globalization 2024-04-04
is it possible to identify the positive and negative effects of globalization
on religious tourism or to estimate the transformation of the internal and
external constructs of pilgrimage by these effects in order to address these
questions this book highlights the importance of the search for identity and
transformative experience during religious tourism it also looks at how
recently globalization has played a part in the changes of the concept of
personal and social identity and the transformative experience of pilgrimage
this book will be suitable for researchers and students of religious tourism
pilgrimage identity tourism as well as related subjects such as sociology
anthropology psychology theology history and cultural studies

Conflicts, Religion and Culture in Tourism 2017-10-10
conflicts religion and culture in tourism highlights the role of religious
tourism and pilgrimage as a tool for improving cultural relations helping to
form culture and society worldwide faith plays a vital part in cross cultural
conflict resolution and opening dialogue across peoples this book shows how
faith and activism can respond to the common challenges of peace making and
coexistence both within and among the world s many traditions conflicts
religion and culture in tourism provides a timely assessment of the increasing
linkages and interconnections between religious tourism and secular spaces on a
global stage written from a multidisciplinary perspective it provides an
invaluable resource for those studying and researching religion tourism and
cultural management

Religious Tourism in Asia 2018-11-05
the asia pacific region is considered the world s religious core with the
greatest number of pilgrims and travellers to religious events for both
international and domestic tourism it is estimated that there are approximately
600 million national and international religious and spiritual voyages in the
world of which over half take place in asia this book focuses on tourism and
sacred sites in asia contemporary case studies of religious and pilgrimage
activities provide key learning points and present practical examples from this
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hub of pilgrimage destinations they explore ancient sacred and emerging tourist
destinations and new forms of pilgrimage faith systems and quasi religious
activities it will be of interest to researchers within religious cultural
heritage and asian tourism key features include an asian perspective on a
growing area of tourism case studies from across the continent full colour
images of pilgrimage sites and key destinations bring the topic to life

Islamic Tourism 2018-12-14
islamic tourism is not purely motivated by religion it also includes
participants pursuing similar leisure experiences to non muslims within the
parameters set by islam destinations are therefore not necessarily locations
where shari a or full islamic law is enforced demand for islamic tourism
destinations is increasing as the muslim population expands with the market
forecast to be worth around us 238 billion this book explores the ever widening
gap between the religious tourism management and education sectors it provides
practical applications models and illustrations of religious tourism and
pilgrimage management from a variety of international perspectives and
introduces theories and models in an accessible structure the book includes a
range of contemporary case studies of religious and pilgrimage activities
covers ancient sacred and emerging tourist destinations reviews new forms of
pilgrimage faith systems and quasi religious activities this book offers an
engaging assessment of the linkages and interconnections between muslim
consumers and the places they visit it provides an important analysis for
researchers of religious tourism pilgrimage and related subjects

Religious Tourism and the Environment 2020-09-30
the remarkable growth in religious tourism across the world has generated
considerable interest in the impacts of this type of tourism focusing here on
environmental issues this book moves beyond the documentation of environmental
impacts to examine in greater depth the intersections between religious tourism
and the environment beginning with an in depth introduction that highlights the
intersections between religion tourism and the environment the book then
focuses on the environment as a resource or generator for religious tourism and
as a recipient of the impacts of religious tourism chapters included discuss
such important areas as theological views environmental responsibility and host
perspectives

Risk and Safety Challenges for Religious Tourism and
Events 2018-04-25
travellers today face many challenges from risk and safety issues focusing in
particular on risk and safety issues faced by visitors to holy sites this book
looks at the unique challenges raised where annual religious festivals are
commemorated with mass gatherings lasting for days and large crowds require
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detailed disaster management plans beginning with a general section on risk
management covering areas such as disaster management terrorism crime and
security the book then delves deeper into specific issues and challenges it
reviews important topics such as understanding the behaviour of crowds how to
perform a risk assessment for a sacred space and travelling in what some would
regard as an increasingly hostile world mitigating risk at mass gathering
events and festivals is an area that still needs further research but this book
brings together current thought and provides a valuable reference for those
studying religion tourism and events as well as event organizers emergency and
hospital services and local authorities

Religious Pilgrimage Routes and Trails 2018-05-30
for millennia people have travelled to religious sites for worship initiatory
and leisure purposes today there are hundreds if not thousands of religious
pilgrimage routes and trails around the world that are used by pilgrims as well
as tourists indeed many religious pilgrimage routes and trails are today used
as themes by tourism marketers in an effort to promote regional economic
development an important resource for those interested in religious tourism and
pilgrimage this book is also an invaluable collection for academics and policy
makers within heritage tourism and regional development

Local Identities and Transnational Cults within
Europe 2018-05-23
local level pilgrimages when based on strong expressions of faith can have a
much wider local regional and international appeal it has been estimated that
pilgrims and religious tourists number around 330 million per year meaning
development of these faith identities can help drive destination visitation and
regional development this book explores the central role of ordinary people in
the popularisation of faith based practices thus illustrating religious tourism
as an expression of cultural identity an invaluable review of cultural identity
and faith this book delivers to scholars students and local policy makers a
collection of current perspectives on the growth development and evolution of
faith practices surrounding contemporary and historical sites and saints

The Many Voices of Pilgrimage and Reconciliation.
CABI Religious Tourism and Pilgrimage Series
2017-10-27
reviewing peace and reconciliation secular pilgrimages and international
perspectives on sacred journeys this book offers the reader an opportunity to
encounter multiple voices and viewpoints on one of the most ancient practices
of humankind with an estimated third of all international travellers now
undertaking journeys anticipating an aspect of transformation the hallmark of
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pilgrimage this book includes both spiritual and non spiritual voyages such as
journeys of self therapy mindfulness and personal growth an innovative and
engaging addition to the pilgrimage literature this book provides an important
resource for researchers of religious tourism and related subjects

Managing Religious Tourism 2019-02-08
managing religious tourism provides a global view of the tools and resources
used in demand and supply management in the context of pilgrimage and religious
tourism with a focus on toolkits and best practices the book reinforces the
quality of service provision and offers a reflection on consumers perspectives
and what drives their purchasing decisions with regards to a variety of
destinations these central themes are complemented by an understanding of
management responses to consumer behaviour and mobility accessibility
individualism and tourism for both sacred and secular purposes the book also
examines the ways in which networks partnerships and the conceptual stakeholder
approach can be employed by religious tourism suppliers working with
destination management organisations the text promotes sustainable development
and a triple bottom line focus with all chapters supporting policy for framing
development key features include global perspective on tools as well as
management approaches and techniques emphasis on sustainability in connecting
sacred and secular consumers focus on promoting learning and development within
this important tourism sector

Pilgrimage in Practice 2018-04-25
pilgrimage in practice narration reclamation and healing provides an
interdisciplinary approach to the topic it reveals many aspects of the practice
of pilgrimage from its nationalistic facets to its effect on economic
development from the impact of the internet to questions of globalization from
pilgrimage as protest to pilgrimage as creative expression in such media as
film art and literature perhaps best understood as a form of heritage tourism
or tourism with a conscience pilgrimage as with touristic travel contains a
measure of transformation that is often deep and enduring making it a
fascinating area of study reviewing social justice in the context of pilgrimage
and featuring a diverse collection of interdisciplinary voices from across the
globe this book is a rich collection of papers for researchers of pilgrimage
and religious and heritage tourism

Tourism, Pilgrimage and Intercultural Dialogue
2019-06-21
religious heritage and sacred sites offer an opportunity for visitors to
explore a community s cultural knowledge however it is important to consider
the role of interpretation meaning experience and narrative this book is a
timely re assessment of the increasing interconnections between the management
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of diversity and religious tourism and secular spaces on a global stage it
explores key learning points from a range of contemporary case studies on
religious and pilgrimage activity these relate to ancient sacred and emerging
tourist destinations and new forms of pilgrimage faith systems and quasi
religious activities by providing a conceptual framework the book demonstrates
the symbolism of sacred spaces within religious traditions and the
relationships developed between them it offers explanations on how to manage
and communicate religious diversity and provides a solid overview of religious
tourism as a tool for intercultural dialogue interpretation of religious
heritage for tourism cross cultural contacts this book will provide a valuable
resource for those researching and practising tourism management pilgrimage and
religious tourism

The Politics of Religious Tourism 2023-07-28
addressing a dearth of literature in this area this book provides a
comprehensive overview and framework of study of the politics of religious
tourism existing work shows awareness that politics is present but the approach
has been one of benign neglect and or a priori assumptions about the role of
politics in the management of sacred sites previous literature is fragmented
into various perspectives and approaches that best serve different disciplinary
interests by understanding the politics of religious tourism through the
various perspectives and approaches from the discipline of political science
law public policy and other fields this book will be of great interest to
researchers and students of religious tourism pilgrimage as well as related
subjects such as political science economics sociology tourism law studies and
religious studies

Events Management 2017-11-08
events management provides an introductory overview of the fundamentals in
managing events from conception to delivery highlighting both the theoretical
and operational aspects to prepare students for a career in events management
and hospitality now in its third edition the authors have included new chapters
on crowd control and crowd dynamic expos conferences and conventions brand co
creation and social media and have added new content on contemporary trends
like the environmental and social impact of large scale events such as the
olympics international case studies covering all manner of events are used
throughout and include the impact of the london 2012 and rio 2016 olympic games
van gogh augmented reality in nuenen sands expo and convention center las vegas
glastonbury music festival lame horse night club russia the leeds caribbean
festival suitable for events management students at undergraduate and
postgraduate level
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Cultural Tourism 2013
with contributions from international experts this book provides a broad
discussion of cultural tourism as a concept and the way it is implemented in
diverse regions around the world it addresses the notion of cultural tourism
and what it means to tourism as an industry and also explores types of cultural
tourism offered to tourists and experienced by them many international case
studies will be included on specific instances of cultural tourism and current
topics like cultural tourism s relationship to sustainability are discussed

Religious Tourism and Pilgrimage Management, 2nd
Edition 2015-09-24
within the past 10 years religious tourism has seen both economic and education
sector growth on a global scale this book addresses the central role of
religious tourism and interrelationships with other aspects of pilgrimage
management it provides practical applications models and illustrations and
looks at secular and sacred spaces on a global stage the second edition sees
the introduction of a new structure and the addition of new international case
studies it is an invaluable reference for academics students and practitioners
and is a timely text on the future of faith based tourism and pilgrimage

Spiritual and Religious Tourism 2019-08-12
this book reviews tourist motivations for making religious or spiritual
journeys and the management aspects related to them it explores sacred journeys
across both traditional religions such as christianity and islam and newer
forms of pilgrimage faith systems and quasi religious activities such as sport
music and food demonstrating to the reader the intrinsic elements and events
that play a crucial role within the destination management process it provides
a timely re assessment of the increasing interconnections between religion and
spirituality as a motivation for travel providing researchers and students of
tourism religious studies anthropology and related subjects with an important
review of the topic this book aims to bridge the ever widening gap between
specialists within the religious tourism management and education sectors

Events Management 2013-03-06
this second edition combines a detailed application of theory with practical
examples and terminology to provide students with the relevant skills and
knowledge essential for a career in events management

Global Development of Religious Tourism 2020-10-30
modern religious tourism is a main segment of the tourism business the main
goal of religious tourism is aimed at developing human spirituality spiritual
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healing and culture where a person receives the experience of cooperation or
involvement with the place in which he resides his people culture and religion
this type of tourism is able to play a significant role in the overall goals of
society and to promote the establishment of trusting relationships between
people of all cultures and religions global development of religious tourism is
a crucial reference book that contains research on the current religious
situation as well as the tourism industry and provides insights on their joint
development it is not possible to study any religious field without
understanding the religion itself and its impact on any country s political and
social system therefore the work also examines the impact of religion and
tourism on economic and social developments across the world highlighting
topics that include sanctuary cities religious tourism management and religious
tourism in regions that span europe africa the middle east and more this book
is targeted to managers executives planners and other professionals in the
tourism and hospitality industry government officials religious leaders and
researchers academicians and students working in the fields of tourism
management business management information and communication sciences
administrative sciences and management education and social and political
sciences

Events Management 2009
the authors experience in the industry and academic reputation ensures this
guide is an essential introduction to the practices and principles of events
management

European Journal of Tourism Research 2018-10-29
the european journal of tourism research is an academic journal in the field of
tourism published by varna university of management bulgaria its aim is to
provide a platform for discussion of theoretical and empirical problems in
tourism publications from all fields connected with tourism such as tourism
management tourism marketing sociology psychology tourism geography political
sciences mathematics tourism statistics tourism anthropology culture
information technologies in tourism and others are invited the journal is open
to all researchers young researchers and authors from central and eastern
europe are encouraged to submit their contributions regular articles in the
european journal of tourism research should normally be between 4 000 and 20
000 words major research articles of between 10 000 and 20 000 are highly
welcome longer or shorter papers will also be considered the journal publishes
also research notes of 1 500 2 000 words submitted papers must combine
theoretical concepts with practical applications or empirical testing the
european journal of tourism research includes also the following sections book
reviews announcements for conferences and seminars abstracts of successfully
defended doctoral dissertations in tourism case studies of tourism best
practices the european journal of tourism research is published in three
volumes per year the full text of the european journal of tourism research is
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available in the following databases ebsco hospitality and tourism completecabi
leisure recreation and tourismproquest research library individual articles can
be rented via journal s page at deepdyve the journal is indexed in scopus and
thomson reuters emerging sources citation index the editorial team welcomes
your submissions to the european journal of tourism research

Peace Journeys 2019-11-08
this collection of essays presents the very latest research on the peace
building dimension of sacred and secular journeys at individual societal
regional and global levels not since the 1980s has there been any concerted
effort to explore the potential of such journeys in helping to bridge the
divide that separates people of diverse ethnicities religions and cultures this
volume gathers together empirical studies regional analyses and personal
reflections from four continents and twelve countries including sri lanka syria
ethiopia and indonesia which highlight the potential of religious tourism and
pilgrimage for promoting interfaith solidarity natural dialogue and inner peace
it will be of interest to religion tourism and peace scholars as well as to
political scientists and anthropologists

Heritage, Contested Sites, and Borders of Memory in
the Asia Pacific 2023-10-09
contests over heritage in asia are intensifying and reflect the growing
prominence of political and social disputes over historical narratives shaping
heritage sites and practices and the meanings attached to them these contests
emphasize that heritage is a means of narrating the past that demarcates
constitutes produces and polices political and social borders in the present in
its spaces varied intersections of actors networks and scales of governance
interact negotiate and compete resulting in heritage sites that are cut through
by borders of memory this volume edited by edward boyle and steven ivings and
with contributions from scholars across the humanities history social sciences
and asian studies interrogates how particular actors and narratives make
heritage and how borders of memory shape the sites they produce

Spiritual Tourism 2011-09-22
this book investigates spiritual tourism tourism characterised by an
intentional search for spiritual benefit from a contemporary religious studies
perspective using field research gathered from spiritual tourism locations in
asia and europe and utilizing contemporary scholarship on practices concerned
with meaning and identity it explores the phenomena of journeys that are taken
for self transformation tracing the history of transformative ideas in western
cultures of travel and including the modes in which the travel experience has
been communicated spiritual tourism provides an important opportunity to
comment on the role of tourism in contemporary conceptions of spirituality and
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spiritual practice in western society

Tourism and Religion 2018-01-30
this book examines both specific issues and more general problems stemming from
the interaction of religion travel and tourism with hospitality and culture as
well as the implications for site management and interpretation it explores the
oldest form of religious tourism pilgrimage from its original form to the
multiple spiritual and secular variations practised today along with issues and
conflicts arising from the collision of religion politics and tourism the
volume considers the impact of tourism and tourist numbers on religious
features communities and phenomena including the deliberate involvement of some
religious agencies in tourism it also addresses the ways in which religious
beliefs and philosophies affect the behaviour and perceptions of tourists as
well as hosts the book illustrates how different faiths interact with tourism
and the issues of catering for religious tourists of the major faiths as well
as managing the interaction between increasing numbers of secular tourists and
pilgrims at religious sites

The Many Faces of a Himalayan Goddess 2019
this book offers a portrait of haḍimbā a primary village goddess in the kullu
valley of the west indian himalayan state of himachal pradesh a rural area
known as the land of god drawing on diverse ethnographic and textual materials
the many faces of a himalayan goddess is rich with myths and tales accounts of
dramatic rituals and festivals and descriptions of everyday life in the
celebrated but remote kullu valley the book portrays the goddess in varying
contexts that radiate outward from her temple to local regional national and
indeed global spheres the result is an important contribution to the study of
indian village goddesses lived hinduism himalayan hinduism and the rapidly
growing field of religion and ecology

Sacred Sites, Rituals, and Performances 2021-09-09
the conceptual territory of religious tourism is fluid while recreation and
leisure based motivation and behaviors are evident in religious tourism this
volume reiterates its rootedness in tenets from religious traditions and
pilgrimages using fresh perspectives on place stories rituals performances that
are central to pilgrimage and sacred sites essays in this volume explain
contemporary expressions of religious tourism and illustrate the dynamic nature
of religious tourism as an ecosystem embedded in religious practices rituals
and performances the explanations will benefit researchers and practioners
alike and they can find numerous examples that show the significance of
religious tourism for sustainable development of destinations
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Walking Where Jesus Walked 2014
since the 1950s millions of american christians have traveled to the holy land
to visit places in israel and the palestinian territories associated with
jesusocos life and death why do these pilgrims choose to journey halfway around
the world how do they react to what they encounter and how do they understand
the trip upon return this book places the answers to these questions into the
context of broad historical trends analyzing how the growth of mass market
evangelical and catholic pilgrimage relates to changes in american christian
theology and culture over the last sixty years including shifts in jewish
christian relations the growth of small group spirituality and the development
of a christian leisure industry drawing on five years of research with pilgrims
before during and after their trips a walking where jesus walked aoffers a
lived religion approach that explores the tripocos hybrid nature for pilgrims
themselves both ordinaryocotied to their everyday role as the familyocos ritual
specialists and extraordinaryocosince they leave home in a dramatic way often
for the first time their experiences illuminate key tensions in contemporary us
christianity between material evidence and transcendent divinity
commoditization and religious authority domestic relationships and global
experience hillary kaell crafts the first in depth study of the cultural and
religious significance of american holy land pilgrimage after 1948 the result
sheds light on how christian pilgrims especially women make sense of their
experience in israel palestine offering an important complement to top down
approaches in studies of christian zionism and foreign policy

Tourism Routes and Trails 2019-12-30
tourism routes and trails plunges into the world of extended tourism offering
an exploration of the routes phenomenon whereby tourism is no longer for a
given destination but extends over multiple sites a territory or landscape
covering how such routes are created often as ways of clustering experiences it
also reviews their effects on tourism businesses local populations and other
stakeholders

Pilgrimage and Tourism to Holy Cities 2016-11-30
this book covers the ideological motives and religious perceptions behind
travel to sites prescribed with sanctity in judaism christianity and islam it
covers sites that have drawn pilgrims and religious tourists to them for
hundreds of years and seeks to provide an understanding of the complex world of
religiously motivated travel beginning with contemporary perspectives of
pilgrimage across these religions it then discusses management aspects such as
logistics infrastructure malevolent behaviour and evangelical volunteers
written by subject experts this book addresses cultural sustainability for
researchers and practitioners within religious tourism religious studies
geography and anthropology
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Religious Tourism in Northern Thailand 2021-06-18
temples are everywhere in chiang mai filled with tourists as well as saffron
robed monks of all ages the monks participate in daily urban life here as
elsewhere in thailand where buddhism is promoted protected and valued as a
tourist attraction yet this mountain city offers more than a fleeting
commodified tourist experience as the encounters between foreign visitors and
buddhist monks can have long lasting effects on both parties these religious
contacts take place where economic motives missionary zeal and opportunities
for cultural exchange coincide brooke schedneck incorporates fieldwork and
interviews with student monks and tourists to examine the innovative ways that
thai buddhist temples offer foreign visitors spaces for religious instruction
and popular in person monk chat sessions in which tourists ask questions about
buddhism religious tourism in northern thailand also considers how thai monks
perceive other religions and cultures and how they represent their own religion
when interacting with tourists resulting in a revealing study of how religious
traditions adapt to an era of globalization

Festival and Events Management 2012-06-14
festival and events management an international perspective is a unique text
looking at the central role of events management in the cultural tourism and
arts industries with international contributions from industry and academia the
text looks at the following events cultural environments managing the arts
leisure experience marketing policies and strategies of art and leisure
management chapters include exercises and additional teaching materials and
solutions to questions are provided as part of an accompanying online resource

Disability and Tourism in Nineteenth- and Twentieth-
Century Italy 2021-05-10
attention to the issue of disabilities has intensified in recent decades
prompting states and organizations to respond with appropriate measures to
promote inclusion of persons with disabilities in all social environments this
book s thesis is that the seeds of this inclusivity were planted by the
development of tourism for people with disabilities in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries the book explores the development of tourism for people
with disabilities in italy during this time period it adds an important tessera
to the mosaic of international literature that has rarely considered the
history of tourism and the history of disabilities in a unified manner while
certainly of great interest to an italian audience the discussion of the
various responses taking form in italy to the needs of persons with
disabilities and the role these responses have played in the development of
mass tourism generally is also quite pertinent to international contexts this
book is based largely on unpublished sources the authors hope is that the
presentation of these new materials combined with the innovative approach of a
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historical study of tourism through the lens of disabilities will open up
international scholarly debate and discussion drawing in contributions from all
disciplines

Performing Post-Tariqa Sufism 2023-11-10
this ethnographic research project examines the generation of post tariqa
tasavvuf sufism a spiritual practice and philosophy recognised as the inner
dimension of islam in a variety of private semi public public secular and
sacred urban spaces in present day turkey through extensive field research in
minority sufi communities this book investigates how devotees of specific
orders maintain adapt mobilise and empower their beliefs and values through
embodied acts of their sufi followers using an ethnographic methodology and
theories derived from performance studies esra Çizmeci examines the multiple
ways in which the post tariqa mevlevi and rifai practice is formed in present
day turkey such as through the authority of the spiritual teacher the
individual and collective performance of sufi rituals nefs self training and
most importantly the practice of sufi doctrines in everyday life through the
production of sacred spaces drawing on the theories of performance she examines
how the sufi way of living and spaces are created anew in the process of each
devotee s embodied action this book is informed by theories in performance
studies anthropology religious studies and cultural studies and places current
sufi practices in a historical perspective

New Tourism in the 21st Century 2014-06-19
this book analyses the cultural elements of 21st century tourism the structure
of the book is based on four main issues which will help further the reader s
understanding of present day experiential tourism namely urban and cultural
tourism on a global scale specific studies of new products linked to
reappraising the landscape heritage and nature it also examines the influence
of branding and of the images projected in order to promote this new type of
tourism using both theoretical and general approaches finally the camino de
santiago is analysed as a paradigm of the new pilgrimage routes all over the
world with their implications and polysemic nature culture nature spirituality
and urbanism are brought together in a series of studies of contemporary
tourist activities tourism is in short an activity that marks the return of
slow movement of calm and relaxation of the landscape and of self rediscovery
as a reappraised counterpoint to the frenetic pace of life in modern day
societies

Performing Piety 2011-06-12
piety is not something you talk about it is something you do writes elaine peña
towards the beginning of this excellent book itself a wonderful doing peña
participates actively as an engaged scholar this is necessary reading for
scholars of religion performance studies latino a studies and popular culture
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diana taylor author of the archive and the repertoire performing cultural
memory in the americas peña provides a major contribution to our understanding
of sacred space of the world of contemporary mexican migrants and of the
vibrant ways in which catholics honor the virgin of guadalupe this is an
important book about a transnational devotion a book that powerfully and
sympathetically explores how devotees perform piety in often surprising ways
stephen pitti author of the devil in silicon valley northern california race
and mexican americans performing piety offers a textured and empathetic
approach to religion in practice peña is a shining example of the materialist
turn in the study of religion religion approached not as decontextualized
beliefs or free floating symbolic systems but as thoroughly embodied practices
embedded in everyday life this book is clearly on par with the work of robert
orsi david hall leigh schmidt and other distinguished scholars of the lived
religion school manuel a vásquez author of more than belief a materialist
theory of religion

Handbook of Research on Socio-Economic Impacts of
Religious Tourism and Pilgrimage 2018-08-31
religious studies and research have gained a lot of interest and attention from
researchers policy makers and practitioners over the last few years but the
socio economic impacts have not been explored taking into account the profound
economic impact the tourism and hospitality industries can have on regions and
cities around the world further research in this area is critical to analyze
the extent of such impact and the ramifications that are associated with it the
handbook of research on socio economic impacts of religious tourism and
pilgrimage is a pivotal reference source that provides vital research on the
social and economic factors in faith based journeys while highlighting topics
such as tourist spending spiritual tourism and local development this
publication explores religious tourism in the middle age as well as the methods
of modern religious tourism this book is ideally designed for business managers
cultural preservationists academicians business professionals entrepreneurs and
upper level students seeking current research on religious tourism and its
socio economic impacts

Post-Disaster and Post-Conflict Tourism 2020-01-06
post disaster and post conflict tourism has recently emerged as a prominent
topic of research and considers new risks that jeopardize tourism travel to
destinations that have recently experienced climate related disasters civil
conflicts and other challenges this volume presents a host of innovative
strategies that could be adopted by post colonial post conflict and post
disaster destinations to encourage travel and tourism in these areas
policymakers are focusing their efforts on identifying and eradicating external
and or internal risks in order to protect the tourism industry in their regions
in line with a new spirit that is clearly orientated toward mitigating risks
this capacity of adaptation suggests two important things that are at the heart
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of this book on the one hand tourism serves as a resilient mechanism that is
helping destinations in their recovery strategy on another hand this raises
ethical issues related to tourism consumption

Potentials, Challenges and Prospects of Halal Tourism
Development in Ethiopia 2023-02-24
this book explores the potential of halal tourism development and its
implementation in ethiopia the insights presented assist key stakeholders to
make informed decisions concerning commercial strategy profitability and
feasibility of halal tourism from the secular perspective this innovative book
offers a unique contribution to halal tourism being the first of its kind to
assess halal tourism development in developing countries it provides a clear
understanding of what halal tourism means how it has evolved and the current
status of the industry the book considers the prospects of halal tourism
including the conceptual and practical challenges of halal tourism development
the example of halal tourism in ethiopia is explored to provide a lens through
which deeper understandings can be drawn on where and how to develop halal
tourism this book will be of interest to researchers students in the
disciplines of tourism anthropology geography business administration and
sociology it also provides useful insights for policy makers planners and
professionals in the hospitality and tourism industry
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